
In a parallel universe, 
rustic makers build furniture 
with little noise, dust or lumber

magine you are invited to teach woodworking to a group
of enthusiastic ninth-graders—but there are some restric-
tions. You can’t use power tools because there simply is 

no electricity. In fact, there is no shop. Workbenches are also
lacking, although there are some sturdy picnic tables. The 
lighting is good if you work during the
day, and it’s dry if you stay under a lean-
to during the occasional shower. Materi-
als, however, are plentiful. Where are
you? In the middle of the woods on
Bivouac, a two-week program that starts
the year for freshmen at the school
where I teach.

I accepted this teaching challenge
eight years ago with a mixture of excite-
ment and trepidation. Could I really pull
it off? Over the years I had grown accus-
tomed to teaching woodworking in the
high school’s cozy, well-lit, wood-
framed shop. How could I leave all of
those tools and jigs and teach in the
wilderness? The answer I arrived at has
affected my woodworking and my
teaching ever since: The students and I would make rustic fur-
niture in the woods! 

That first year, we drilled mortises with a brace and bit and
whittled tenons with a carving knife. The students showed a
great deal of enthusiasm and pride in their work, transforming
sticks pulled from the brush pile into handsome pieces of furni-
ture. Since then I’ve taught rustic furniture making on Bivouac
every year, enjoying it a great deal. And back in the cozy shop
at school, although we don’t go the unplugged route, much of
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what I produce and some of
what the students make is root-
ed in the rustic style. 

The appeal of building this
way is enormous: it is fast, intu-
itive, inexpensive and requires
few tools. The results are imme-
diate, and creativity seems to
come easily. It is also quite ver-
satile: In this article I describe
how to build a rustic chair, but
with the same techniques you
can make a whole range of pro-

jects, including tables, benches,
mirrors, coat racks, garden
gates, fences and trellises—all
manner of things.

Gathering materials
Great material for rustic furni-
ture is all around. Freshly cut
saplings are ideal. You can cut
your own, but I find most of
mine by calling local parks,
town road crews and tree ser-
vices. Once these people know
what you are using the wood
for, they are often happy to give
you as many saplings as you

could possibly use. Allowing
the saplings to air-dry for three
months or more will make them
easier to work. When you store
the saplings for drying, be sure
to allow for adequate air circu-
lation so that the wood does not
discolor or mold. I try to use al-
most all of the wood I gather. I
use wood up to 2 in. dia. and
save sticks as small as 3⁄8 in. dia.
These smaller pieces can be
whittled for drawer pulls and
salad servers. Maple is my fa-
vorite wood for rustic work, but
any hardwood will do. Some
great woods to use include ash,
beech, birch and gum.

I harvest wood in the spring
and early summer because I like
to use peeled sticks for my fur-
niture, and here in New Eng-
land the bark peels best from
May to early July. If, like many
rustic makers, you prefer to
leave the bark on, you can har-
vest from midsummer through
early spring. I usually peel the
saplings with a butter knife. Just
nudge the knife under the bark
at one end and pull. Sometimes
the bark of an entire sapling will
peel off in one or two pieces.
Saplings peel especially easily
when they are harvested after a
heavy rain and peeled within 
a few days. After peeling a sap-
ling, wipe any surface moisture
from it with a dry cotton towel.
Coat the ends of thicker pieces
with end-grain sealer to keep
them from checking.

Marking out and mortising
By its nature, rustic furniture re-
quires flexibility in design. Be-
cause the materials are not
uniform, it is not necessary to
do finely detailed drawings—
there will always be discrepan-
cies between your concept of a
piece and the final product. To

Marking for mortises. Work-
ing from rudimentary drawings,
the author lays out centerlines
for stretcher mortises. Because
the materials in rustic work are
unpredictable, the design of a
piece changes along the way. So
there is little value in precisely
detailed drawings.

Yes, it’s fun, but I also get a
nickel a stick. A butter knife
nudged under the bark makes
quick work of peeling a sapling.
The author’s son, Nicholas, is an
old pro at the job.

You can afford to be selective. Digging through a
pile of saplings to find just the right curve to make
a chair’s back post, for example, is part of the free-
dom and fun of rustic woodworking.
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build a chair, all I need is a
sketch that gives a rough idea of
how I want it to look and shows
the chair’s major dimensions.

I begin a chair by selecting
and cutting the upright pieces. I
choose saplings for the rear
posts first, looking for a smooth
curve in the wood that will be
comfortable on a sitter’s back.
One of the pleasures of rustic
work is finding sticks with just
the right natural curve—for the
legs of a chair or the arched top
of a mirror, perhaps. But if you
can’t find the curve you want,
don’t worry. When the wood is
green, you can bend it gently
and clamp it, and it will harden
in place as it dries. You can also
steam-bend saplings to obtain
more radical bends or com-
pound curves. (For information
on steam-bending, see FWW

#64, pp. 62-67.)
When you have selected sap-

lings for the posts, cut them to
length. I use a Japanese dozuki
saw for its accuracy and its fast,

clean cut, but any sharp hand-
saw will do. Cut the posts an
inch overlong on the bottom
and wrap the extra inch with
tape. When the chair is com-
plete, this extra inch gives you
latitude for leveling the legs and
adjusting the pitch of the chair
for comfort. The tape keeps you
from inadvertently including
the extra inch when you’re
measuring out the mortises.

Once the posts have been cut,
I mark both ends with arrows
pointing toward the front of the
chair to keep myself oriented
during the building process.
Then I mark off centerlines for
the back-stretcher mortises and
get set to cut them. In rustic
work, with its irregularly
shaped parts, the main chal-
lenge in mortising is to drill all
of the mortises in the same
plane. To solve this problem, I
use a large hand-screw clamp
to hold the workpiece. When I
am in the shop, I cut the mortis-
es on the drill press. Use the ar-

rows on the ends of the post to
help align it properly as you se-
cure it in the clamp. The hand-
screw clamp provides a flat
reference surface that can be
shifted along the drill-press
table as you cut the mortises. 

Mortises can also be cut with a
handheld drill. Use the hand-
screw-clamp method to refer-
ence the workpiece on a flat

table or workbench. After
drilling the first mortise, put a
dowel in the mortise and use
the dowel as a sighting guide to
ensure that subsequent mortis-
es are drilled in the same plane.

Cutting tenons
Tenons come next. I cut them
with a 5 ⁄8-in. Veritas power
tenon cutter, available from Lee
Valley (800-871-8158), mounted
in an electric drill. The cutter’s
curved blade is set in a bugle-
shaped mouth that centers even
crooked workpieces and will
cut a tenon on sticks as large as
13⁄4 in. dia. (I take particular sat-
isfaction in the prowess of this
tool because I invented it!) The
tenon cutter has an integral spir-
it level to help keep the tool
horizontal. To adjust the drill left
or right, I simply place a
straightedge against the square
shoulder of the tenon cutter’s
front opening and then pivot
the cutter so that the straight-
edge is parallel to the stick. 

Don’t try this on a tablesaw. A
handsaw is the best and safest
tool for crosscutting the irregularly
shaped saplings. A Japanese dozu-
ki saw, with its thin blade and fine
teeth, is excellent for the job.

Flat clamp tames a wild work-
piece. To make a curved chair leg
fit for safe, accurate mortising on
the drill press, attach a hand-
screw clamp to one end. The
clamp holds the leg in register and
provides a flat surface to mate
with the table. To get mortises of
the same depth, use the index 
on the collar of the drill-press arm. 

Dowel sighting. When cutting mortises with a hand drill, you can en-
sure that the holes are in the same plane by filling them with dry-fit dow-
els as you go and then sighting along the drill bit and the dowels. 

What’s in the middle doesn’t
matter. Only the tenons on both
ends of an irregular workpiece
must be aligned for the joints to
fit. That alignment starts with a
level held to the stretcher. 



On a rustic chair, the only
stretchers that need to be even
vaguely straight are the ones for
the seat. But when tenoning,
you need to be sure that the
stretcher is horizontal. Fit the
stretcher in a vise, hold a long
spirit level so that it rests on
both ends of the stretcher and
adjust the stretcher until you get
a level reading (see the bottom
photo on the facing page). If
both tenons are cut on the same
horizontal plane, it doesn’t mat-
ter how curvy the wood be-
tween them is.

Now comes the fun part.
While holding the tenon cutter
steady and leaning into the drill,
switch it on at a moderate
speed. Crisp, clean shavings
should come out (see the photo
above). A tenon takes about 10
seconds to cut. Sometimes you

get wonderfully long, apple-
peel-like shavings that seem to
go on forever. If the cutter
squeaks while cutting a tenon,
you can rub a small amount of
Slipit or paste wax on the cut-
ting chamber. Be careful not to
touch the blade, because it is
very sharp. If you are cutting
tenons on green saplings, you
can account for shrinkage by
adjusting the tenon cutter to
make the tenons a few thou-
sandths of an inch oversized.

Assembling the front 
and rear panels of the chair
When you have the first batch
of mortises and tenons cut, dry-
assemble the rear posts and
stretchers as a panel that looks
like a ladder. Do the same with
the front legs and front stretch-
ers. Because the chair is wider

Like peeling an
apple. It’s not un-
common to pro-
duce a beautiful
spiral shaving. The
tenon cutter
makes a tenon
with a curved
shoulder, which is
appropriate for
rustic work, where
a square shoulder
would be more dif-
ficult to fit.

Evolution 
of a tool
When I first taught rustic furni-

ture making, the students and I

whittled tenons with a knife.

Besides being hard to fit, the

tenons took a long time to cut. I

felt there had to be an easier

way. Wasn’t there a tool to do

this? Because troops of high

school kids would be using it,

the tool would not only have to be simple and work well, but it

also would have to be nearly indestructible. 

Failing to find anything that fit the bill, I decided to make

one myself. I used a block of wood for the body of the cutter

and attached a metal shank to it. Ron Hock helped me 

by making a curved blade.

The students thought that

first tool worked fairly 

well—it was certainly a great

improvement over whittling—

and several asked if I could

make them one. I tinkered

with the design a bit, and in

1996 I took it to Leonard Lee

at Lee Valley Tools. He and his designers made a few changes

and put the tool into production. The next year, they came out

with the current aluminum-body tool. Simple, efficient and

nearly indestructible (in the photo above, from left to right: my

prototype, the first production model and the current model).

For angled mortises, tilt the frame,
not the drill. To establish the angle for
the side-stretcher mortises, tilt the
chair’s front frame forward (left). To
help measure the tilt, use a framing
square held upright in a kerfed block of
wood. The author uses shopmade
clamping blocks lined with leather to
hold the work without marring it.

Now drill on the horizontal. With the
proper angle found, tighten the clamps
and drill the mortises (right). A spirit lev-
el in the drill helps the author drill the
mortises accurately.



at the front, the mortises for the
side stretchers must be drilled at
an angle. With the panels dry-
assembled, finding the angle
and doing the drilling is rela-
tively simple. 

I clamp a panel near the front
of the workbench with quick-
release clamps and leather-
lined clamping blocks I made
(see the bottom left photo on 
p. 53). Then I tilt the panel ei-
ther forward or backward to 
get the correct drilling angle. In 
the chair I made for this article,
the front is 3 in. wider than the
back. So if I tilt the panel 11⁄2 in.
off vertical, I get the correct an-
gle. To make measuring easier, I
kerf a block to hold a framing
square upright. I turn the square
perpendicular to the frame to
provide a vertical reference
point from which to gauge the
tilt. Then I tighten the clamps
and drill the mortises with the
drill held horizontally. When
drilling the mortises in the front
legs, the panel should be tilted
forward; for the back legs, it
should be tilted backward. I’ve
been known to screw up a mor-
tise now and then, but it’s not a

big deal because there is plenty
of wood in the pile.

Adding armrests
Armrests can be made from
saplings, but I like flat armrests,
so I split them from thicker
pieces of wood. Here I used
walnut as a contrast to the light-
colored maple saplings. I’ll take
a straight-grained walnut limb
about 6 in. dia. and split it into
quarters. Then I saw or split out

an armrest about 21 ⁄2 in. wide
and 3 ⁄4 in. thick. To make a
tenon on the back end of the
armrest, first saw a tongue ap-
proximately 3 ⁄4 in. by 3 ⁄4 in. by 
1 in. Then use the tenon cutter
to make the tongue into a round
tenon. Milled lumber could also
be used for the armrests.

Sanding and assembly
After all of the pieces have been
cut to length and the mortises

and tenons cut, shape any areas
that are rough or that you feel
need work. For peeled-stick fur-
niture, sand any areas that are
especially rough. This can be
done by hand or with a flap
sander such as Sand-O-Flex. If
you are leaving the bark on, re-
move surface dirt by scrubbing
the pieces with a Scotch-Brite
pad and a solution of Citrasolv
and water.

Glue-up begins with the front

Putting the squeeze on. Final as-
sembly begins with the front and
rear panels. The author uses a
slow-setting epoxy and pulls the
joints home with his bench’s tail
vise and some extralong bench-
dogs (above). Elbow grease and a
rubber mallet are used to drive the
tenons of the side rungs and arm-
rests home. Then band clamps
hold them in place and a bag of
sand across the seat rungs keeps
the chair from twisting (right).
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and rear panels (see the photos
on the facing page). Brush a
slow-setting epoxy in the mor-
tises and use padded clamps 
to pull each panel together.
Padded bar clamps work fine,
but I often use my tail vise and
some extralong wooden bench-
dogs covered with bicycle inner
tube to avoid denting the chair
parts. Once the front and rear
panels have been pulled to-
gether, I glue in the side stretch-

ers and pull them home with
padded bar clamps. Then I re-
move the bar clamps and put
band clamps around the chair
to keep the joints from shifting
as the glue dries. Just after the
band clamps go on, I stand the
chair on a flat surface and twist
out any minor racking before
the glue sets.

After the glue has dried, pin
the joints. For pins I use the
thorns from hawthorn trees (see
the photo above). They are very
hard and dense, and when dri-
ven in and flushed off, the
thorns reveal a decorative bull’s
eye on the end. The thorns I
gather are about 1 ⁄8 in. dia. and 
3 in. long. I drill holes for them
about 1⁄64 in. undersized. I put a
drop of glue in the hole and 
drive the thorn in with a ham-

mer. Once it’s in, I flush it off
with a fine-toothed saw.

Finishing the wood 
and weaving the seat
I put finish on a piece before
weaving the seat. I like to use
Arm-R-Seal, a wipe-on urethane
made by General Finishes. Just
follow the directions on the can.

Weave the seat using 1-in. cot-
ton Shaker tape. You can get the
tape from Shaker Workshops
(800-840-9121) in a range of sol-
id colors and a few striped pat-
terns. Instructions for chair
weaving are free with a tape or-
der, and I found them easy to
follow. To keep the seat from
sagging over time, place a pad
of 1-in.-thick, high-density foam
between the top and bottom
layers of weaving.

Leveling off 
and taking a seat
To level the finished chair, stand
it on a flat surface and put spac-
ers under the chair’s legs until
you have the seat level across
the front and back. Also, the
seat should slope from front to
back at an angle that will be
comfortable. Scribe each leg at
the height of the highest stack
of spacers and cut the legs at the
scribe lines. Then test the chair
for comfort. Does the seat feel
too high? Put a scrap of 3 ⁄4-in.

plywood under your feet as you
sit, and you’ll know what it
would feel like if you took an-
other 3 ⁄4 in. off each leg. Does
the chair lean forward? Place a
scrap of plywood under the
front legs to see how much to
change the pitch. When you
have made these final adjust-
ments, you can sit down and
enjoy the chair.

My early attempts at making
rustic furniture brought back
memories of the joy and won-
der I felt as a child building with
simple materials: Sticks and
nails and glue and string were
transformed into pieces of art
and function. It seemed like

magic at the time. It’s easy to be
distracted from the simple de-
light of those earlier times when
surrounded by tablesaws and
routers and the like. The rustic
furniture I make now may be
more refined than the early
pieces I made in the woods, but
the work still brings joy and
wonder and a feeling of deep
connection to nature. As I walk
through the woods behind my
home in Concord, Mass., I am
reminded of Thoreau’s admoni-
tion: Simplify. �

Paul Ruhlmann is a woodworking
teacher at Buckingham, Browne &
Nichols School in Cambridge, Mass.

One last thing. With the chair on
a flat table, place shims beneath
the chair’s legs until it is stable
and level; then mark the legs at
one height and trim them.

Mother Nature’s tenon pins.
Thorns harvested from the
hawthorn tree are excellent
for pinning tenons. No ma-
chining is needed; just drill
and drive.
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